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www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
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hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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salir el tiro por la culata
Throw an initiative results adverse than expected.

salir por la tangente
Not respond directly. Evade a topic, a question, etc.: "When I asked my brother for the money that I must, is left by the
tangent telling me that my mom is a little sick ".

salir por un ojo de la cara
Be or be somewhat difficult, expensive or burdensome.

salir volao
It is an expression of the colloquial language, means: leave at full speed from one place.

salirse de casillas
Colloquial expression that means: losing the Stirrups, lose control and get angry.

salmista
Psalmist : ( adj .  ) 1- Author of psalms .   2- In some religious ceremonies such as evangelical cults and masses, a
person who reads or recites psalms.

salmuera
Brine: f. 1 - supersaturated solution of salt. 2 brackish fluid bouncing salty things

salomé
Salomé: Princess Jewish daughter of Philip Herodes and Herodias. According to his mother he asked Herod the head of
Juan Bautista as its dance prize.

salonero
Salonero: (and salonera) person responsible for the care of clients in a games room or in the living room of a bar,
nightclub or another fun site.

saloon
Saloon: English word castellanizada sometimes as salon. A saloon was a typical bar in the legendary West of the United
States in the 19th century. In the saloon, it was common to find with characters such as the Sheriff, Bandit, the gunman,
hero, the gambler, the rancher, outsider, Indian, etc.

salón de la justicia
It was a room or large room where met Super-Amigos (Batman, Robin, Aquaman, wonder woman, Superman, etc.  ) to
discuss the efforts to counter the criminal actions of criminals such as: the Joker, the Riddler, Catwoman, among others.

salpreso
Salpreso (and salpresa ) Food that has been salted to preserve it or so that it does not spoil.



salpullido
Rash is synonymous with rash. 

salsa brava
1- The brava sauce is a hot sauce typical of the gastronomy of Madrid and other cities of Spain.    2- It is known as
"brava sauce" to a genre of music "salsa" that is characterized by loud sounds and fast rhythms.  Initially, orchestras and
music groups "salsa" mainly performed this musical genre.   Songs from that era such as "Bomba Camará", "Richie's
Jala Jala" , "Download Caliente" , "La Flauta" , "Doce Cascabeles", Amparo Arrebato", among many others are part of
this genre.

salsa caliente
"SALSA CALIENTE DEL JAPÓN", is the name of a song performed by the orchestra La Luz. 

salsa romántica
The salsa Romántica is a popular rhythm that emerged in the early 1970s but which took greater force at the beginning
of the 1980s. It is a type of music " 34 sauce; It is characterized by a rate " soft " or slow, and lyrics with Court of love
dreams and pleasures. Song " fill me all " performed by Frankie Ruiz, is an example of the rhythm songs with romantic
salsa.

salsera
Gravy boat: Woman amateur to the musical genre known as " 34 sauce;

salsera
Salsa: ( s.f.  ) Container in which the sauce is saved.

salserísimo
Salserísimo, is the superlative of salsero.   In turn, salsero ( ra ) is the person who likes the music "salsa". 

salsero
Salsa, ra: adj. follower of musical rhythm known as " 34 sauce;

salsipuedes
Salsipuedes: Name given to a marginal neighborhood, located on the outskirts of the municipality of Soledad,
Department of Atlántico, Colombia.

salsita
Sauce: Diminutive of sauce.

salsíbiri
Salsíbiri, is a word used in the field of music, especially in the music "salsa".  Precisely, it is used as a synonym for
"sauce".

salsódromo
The salsódromo is a musical event that is part of the Cali fair in Colombia.  In this event only "salsa" music is heard and



danced.

salto ángel
Waterfall of Venezuela, in the State of Bolívar, formed by a tributary of the right bank of the Caroni River. Height: 972 m.

salud ocupacional
Referred to as occupational health to the set of actions that are being taken in order to promote and protect the health of
workers. This discipline seeks to prevent occupational accidents and diseases by reducing conditions and risk factors.

salvajada
Saved : ( s .   F.  ) Said and act typical of a savage.

salvar la patria
It is a colloquial expression, refers to the action of help or have an impact on the solution of a problem or inconvenience.

salvatore
Salvatore is a masculine given name of Italian origin.  Variant in Spanish : Salvador . 

salvo que
Except that: unless, out of which, except that.

samaniego
Adriano Samaniego, is a Paraguayan ex-footballer. He played in club Olimpia of Paraguay and the Junior of
Barranquilla, Colombia, among other teams.

samaniego
Samaniego is the name of a municipality in Spain, located in the province of Álava.

samovar
Samovar: (Russian voice ).  m. set of vessels of metal, commonly of copper, where preparation and serving tea, and
infiernillo that heats water for the infusion.

sampar
Sampar: vb.   ( colloquial ) Give, deliver, deliver.

sampar
Sampar: Meter, enter.

sampedro
Sampedro is a surname of Spanish origin. 

sampuesano



Sampuesano and Sampuesana: person born in the town of Sampués, in the Department of Sucre in Colombia.

san gil
San Gil is a town and municipality in the Santander Department of Colombia. 

san petersburgo
St. Petersburg (Sankt Peterburg) is a city in Russia; until 1923 it was called Petrograd, and from 1924 to 1991 it was
known as Leningrad.  It has a population of approximately 4 . 900 . 000 inhabitants.

sanandresana
Woman born on the island of San Andres, in Colombia. 

sanatorio en méxico
1.-in Mexico, to appoint medical center is most used one of its synonyms: sanatorium.

sancho ii
Sancho II ( The strong ) He was King of Castile and Leon, Spain ( h. 1037 - 41 1072. He fought against his brothers to
remake the Kingdom of his father Fernando I.  He died assassinated by Bellido Dolfos in the siege of Zamora.

sancho panza
Squire to Don Quixote; It is the type of rough and interested labriego, whose realism contrasts with the idealism of his
master.

sanduche
Sandwich is the Spanish form of the English word sandwich.

sanduche
Sandwich is the Spanish form of the English word sandwich.

sanduchera
A sanduchera (or also sandwichmaker) is a small toaster that serves to make sandwiches.

sandunga
Sandunga ( or zandunga ): in some countries of America, means: jarana, partying and revelry.

sandwich
Sandwich: m. English word which in Spanish means sandwich.

sangana
sangana is incorrectly written, and should be written as "zangana" with its meaning:<br>Drone and Zangana: person not
like that working and living from the work of others.



sangileño
Sangileño ( and Sangileña ) Person born in the municipality of San Gil, in the department of Santander in Colombia. 

sangrijuela
sangrijuela is incorrectly written, and should be written as "leech" being its meaning:<br>Parasitic worm that feeds by
sucking the blood of other animals.

sanjacintero
Sanjacintero (ra): person born in the municipality of Sanjacinto, in the Department of Bolivar in Colombia.

sanjuanero
Sanjuanero is the name of a dance itself from those departments of the Huila and Tolima in Colombia.

sanjuanero
Sanjuanero and sanjuanera: person born in the municipality of San Juan del Cesar in the Department of la Guajira in
Colombia.

santa fe
1- Santa Fe, Santafe or Santafé, is the name of several cities and municipalities of Colombia, Argentina and Spain.   2-
Name given to several football teams in South America.  For example: Union of Santafé in Argentina and Deportivo
Independiente Santa Fe in Colombia .  This last team is affectionately known as Santafecito Lindo. 

santa sede
The Holy see or the Apostolic See is the jurisdiction of the Pope, in Rome; It is the episcopal see of the Catholic Church
and religion.

santafecito
Santafecito Lindo, is loving that fans call soccer sports independent Santa Fe de Bogotá, Colombia.

santamaría
Santamaría is a surname believed to be of Spanish origin. 

santamartero
The word santamartero does not exist.  The correct adjective of people born in Santa Marta, Colombia, is samarium.

santi
Santi, is how affectionate call or refer to Santiago.

santiago
Santiago: Common in Spanish toponymy term Spanish. 2 ( 41 Compostela;  Mun. of Spain, in the province of La
Coruña.

santiagueño



Santiagueño : ( ña ) 1- Person born in Santiago de Chile.   2- Person born in Santiago de Cuba.   3- Person born in
Santiago de Compostela. 

santificar
Sanctify : ( v .   Tr.  ) 1- Make a person holy by means of divine grace.   2- Worship the saints or holy things.   3-
Dedicate one thing to God. 

santiguarse
Cross is: (v.   pron.  ) A person do the sign of the cross, with the fingers touching forehead, chest, left shoulder and right
shoulder; saying: in the name of the father, of the son and of the Holy Spirit, amen.  Synonym: Persignar is.

santísima trinidad
The Trinity ( Three divine persons ) It is the central dogma in the majority of Christian churches. According to this belief,
there are three distinct persons but one true God: the father is God, the son is God, and the Holy Spirit is Dios ( Three
divine persons and a single Dios ).

santo remedio
A Holy remedy is a panacea.

santo remedio
Holy remedy is the remedy that supposedly has the ability to cure all ills.

santo remedio
The expression Holy remedy is also used to allude to that definitely solves a problem situation.

santo sepulcro
It is the tomb in which Jesus was buried.  According to the Bible, the tomb was the property of Joseph of Arimathea.  It
should be remembered that Jesus was buried for only three days and three nights. 

santo tomás
Santo Tomás is a town and municipality in the Colombian Department of Atlántico, very close to Barranquilla. 

santodomingo
Santodomingo is a surname of Spanish origin. 

santos óleos
It is called Holy, holy oils or oil of anointing to the blessed oil used by the Catholic Church in the sacraments and other
ceremonies.

sapa
Sapa: It forms a little rude refer the woman everything says it, which is 'loose mouth'.

sapo hembra



Some people say "female toad", however the R. To. And.  collects and accepts the word "sapa", to refer to the female
toad. 

sapo muerto
Toad Muerto is an imaginary municipality created by Colombian musician Noel Petro.  According to Noel, the town of
Sapo Muerto is located in the department of Córdoba and borders the municipality of Cereté.  In Dead Toad resides the
progenitor of Noel Petro who constantly asks him to send him money for the tickets, since as he says so he is
triumphing but paradoxically he is in bankruptcy. 

saque de corner
Corner kick, corner kick or corner kick. In football is a method for resumption of the game applied in case the ball is
released by the bottom line and the last in touch it has been a team player who at that time was defended. This remove
will be made with the foot from the corner of the field, on the side where the ball went out.

saque de honor
In football, kick-honor is the kick-off which engages in a symbolic way an authority or a famous character in a party.

sardinata
Sardinata is a commune in the Department of Norte de Santander, in Colombia.  It has an approximate population of 25.
000 inhabitants.

sarnilla
It is a kind of scabies.

sasha
Sasha, is a proper name; previously it was believed to be a feminine given name, but it is now known that in the
Americas and in Europe, specifically in Spain, it is a unisex name, that is, masculine and feminine. 

satinado
It is said of what has a glossy or silky surface.

satiricón
The Satyricon, is a satirical novel written by Petronius, Roman writer of the 1st century.

savia bruta
The raw SAP is a compound formed by water and a wide variety of inorganic minerals that the root of plants absorbs soil
and which then passes upward through the Woody 40 vessels; 41 xylem; towards the leaves.

saxofonista
Saxophonist: Person who plays the saxophone in a musical group. 

sábado de gloria
In the Catholic religion Saturday, also known as Holy Saturday, is the eve of Domingo de Resurrección.



sábado santo
In the Catholic religion, the Holy Saturday, also called Saturday is Saturday that precedes resurrection Sunday.

sábila
Aloe Vera is a plant that belongs to the lily family, which is attributed to a series of powers and healing properties.

scaloneta
"Scaloneta", is the name with which they have called lately to the football team of the Argentine Republic, in the World
Cup in Qatar 2022.  That name has its origin in the fact that the surname of the technical director of that selection is
Scaloni. 

scanner
Scanner: m. Word of English. In Spanish scanner. Electronic device used in medicine and computer science. In
medicine, you can explore the body or an organ of the body in search of internal injuries. In computer science, it is able
to read and organize images and text of a document, to transfer them to a computer.

score
Score: ( pronounce scoring ) Word of English which in Spanish translates: score. For example the score or final score in
a sporting competition.

screen mirroring
Is a function that allows display in the screen of the TV all what is on the screen of the phone cell. For this purpose, both
devices ( both the TV and phone )  they must have this feature.

se dio con la mano en la frente
Hit Yes same.

secrecion purulenta
purulent discharge is incorrectly written and should be written as "purulent discharge ( with tilde )" being its
meaning:<br>A purulent discharge is a secretion with high content of pus.

sectorizado
Sectorized: That has been divided by sectors: 'To make the survey we sectorized district, Juan survey the Northern, the
southern sector, this sector José Luis, and Charles West sector '.

security
It is an English word that in Spanish translates : security .

sedán
It is a car with capacity for five (5) people including the driver.  It has closed bodywork and has a trunk in the back.

segueta
Tool comprising a saw that is adjusted to a metal frame of 45 centimetres approx., equipped with a handle which can be
metal or wood. This tool is used to cut wood, tubes of PVC, etc.



segundazo
In the colloquial language, a segundazo is a type of merchandise second, either because it is used or because there are
some imperfect small factory: 'Carlos will clad the bathroom, but does not reach the money for new ceramics, will buy a
segundazo '.

segundo palo
In football, the second suit is the vertical of the goal which is to left of the goalkeeper.

segundo tiempo
In football, the second half is the final period of play, which lasts 45 minutes, not including the added time that the
referee decrees, which can be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and up to 7 minutes. 

seiko
Seiko is a Japanese company that manufacturers a wide variety of classic, modern and sporty watches. 

seis del solar
The name of the musical group accompanying the sing Panamanian Rubén Blades. The name arises because,
precisely, the group consisted of six members.

selacios
Selacios: m. Plural.  Order of fish with cartilaginous skeleton, Gill slits separated and exposed, skin with dermal
denticles. They are mostly marine. Compende the sharks ( or emaciated or squaliformes ) and the babideos. To this
order are stingrays and sharks.

selfi
Selfi: (f.  ) A Spanish form of the English word selfie.

selfie
Selfie: English word which in Spanish is used as a synonym for self portrait or self-portrait.

semana mayor
Holy week is the name with which is also known the Holy week, which is the week in which is commemorated every year
the passion, death and resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth.

semi
It is a prefix that means : middle , almost . 

semi-final
In sports, the semifinal is the race or competition that precedes the final.

semiautomático
Semi-automatic (ca): apparatus or device that performs part of its operation automatically after a manual assistance.



semiconductor
A semiconductor is a small device that behaves as a conductor or an insulator depending upon various factors such as
for example, the electric or magnetic field, pressure, radiation that affects you, or the temperature of the environment
which is.

semidesnudo
Semi-naked : ( adj .  ) He is not fully dressed, he is partially naked.

semihumedo
semi-wet is incorrectly written, and should be written as "semi-wet" being its meaning:<br>Semi-humid or semi-damp:
that has low humidity. It is half wet or is not completely dry.

semihúmedo
That it's half damp, that it's a little wet. 

semiparalizado
Completely: (adj.  ) Applies to something or someone who is half paralyzed, which for some reason is working or
working media machine or a media March.

semipermanente
A manicure or semi-permanent dye, are those beauty procedures that are effective to have perfect nails and a nice and
shiny hair for an extended period of time.

semiprofesional
Semi-professional: (adj.  ) Is not fully professional.   In the case of an athlete or a sports institution, which is no longer
amateur but not professional.

semirrecta
A ray is a line that is not completely straight but neither is curve completely, i.e. a half straight and half curve line.

semiseco
Semi-dry: adj.  It is not completely dry, or is half wet or medium damp.

sena
Seine: National service of learning, in Colombia, is a public institution of technical education and technological.

sena
SEINE: (National Apprenticeship Service ). In Colombia, is a public institution of technical and technological education.

senegalés
Senegalese ( sa ) .   1- It is the name of people born in Senegal.    2- Belonging to or related to Senegal, a country in
Africa. 



senior
Senior : 1- Word of English origin (pronounced sinior), in Spanish translates: major.   2-- Surname of Spanish origin. 

seno familiar
Called family to family. It is the same as nucleus of the family or household.

senón
Senón is a male proper name of Spanish origin. 

sensitive
Sensitive , is an English word that translates into Spanish : sensitive . 

sensor térmico
Temperature sensor: m. device capable of detecting heat producing or emitting other bodies. 2 Device that is able to
locate the exact place where there is a heat source, and measure the temperature.

señal de pare
The "stop" sign is a reflective traffic signal located at some road intersections, indicating to motorists that they must stop
before continuing the March.

señora de las cuatro décadas
It is a song of the romantic genre, performed by Ricardo Arjona.

señores
"Ladies and gentlemen, ladies and gentlemen", are widely used expressions by speakers, presenters and organizers of
public shows, at the beginning of each presentation to an audience, a group of spectators or any other public.

señorita
In the popular language of the mechanics is known with the name of " Miss " a thick string that is used to lift and hold the
engine of a vehicle, for repair.

señorita
Miss: adj. 1 - young woman who has not had nor has boyfriend or husband, that is, Virgin. 2 Diminutive of Mrs.

ser boleta
Be ballot is to be " chirri 34, " chirrete " gang member, petty thief, villain.

ser echado para adelante
It is to be an entrepreneur, he is a person who is facing forward and the head high; back or to take impulse, as it is
colloquially.

ser gato
Being Jack is be agile, be feline, be fast.



serbio
Serbian (bia) .    1- Person born in Serbia, country of Europe.   2- Belonging or related to this country. 

serena
Aldo Serena, Italian ex-footballer who militated in Inter Milan and Juventus of Turin, among other teams. He participated
with the national team of his country in various world.

serenatear
Serenatear: vb. Take or put someone Serenade.

sergii
Sergii is a masculine given name of Russian origin; in Spanish it is equivalent to Sergio. 

seri
Seri: adj.  Amerindian village located on the coast of the State of Sonora and in the shark Island, in Mexico.

servicaja
A Servicaja, also called fast box is a box of a bank, generally arranged in a supermarket or in a shopping center, and
whose main characteristic is that it attends in additional or extended schedules.

servicio secreto
1- The United States Secret Service (in English United States Secret Service) is a federal agency of the United States of
America, which is responsible for everything that has to do with criminal investigations and with the security and
protection of some personalities, including the President of that country.    2- Secret Service (Secret Service) was the
name of a musical group of Swedish origin, very popular in the 80's.  He played mainly disco and pop music. 

servidor web
A web server is a computer or computing machine that is at the service of other machines, computers or calls clients
and that they provide to these, all kinds of online information.

serviette
Serviette: Word of French origin, castellanizada as " 34 napkin; Elaborate rectangular piece of paper, which is used in
the tables for clean hands and lips while eating.

servilínea
In some entities, the serviceline is a customer service telephone line, through which concerns, requests are resolved;
complaints, complaints, etc. are addressed.

serviteca
Serviteca stands for automotive service. That's why it has been given that name to those specialized establishments
where the services of alignment, balancing, change oil, filters, washed, electricity, tires, wheels and accessories for sale,
and all the mechanical minor requiring a vehicle.

serviteca



Serviteca stands for automotive service. That's why it has been given that name to those specialized establishments
where the services of alignment, balancing, change oil, filters, washed, electricity, tires, wheels and accessories for sale,
and all the mechanical minor requiring a vehicle.

sesenta y nueve
1- Sixty-nine (69) is the number immediately following sixty-eight (68) and preceding seventy (70).    2- It is the name of
a sexual position. 

sesto
Sesto is the artistic surname of Spanish singer-songwriter Camilo Blanes Cortés (Camilo Sesto).

set
Set: ( English word ) In the tennis game, each one of the stages that a party is composed.

severo castigo
Rigorous punishment which is imposed on someone, especially he posed the father son for having this guilty of.

sevillanas
Sevillanas: ( Plural ) Music and dance in Seville, in Spain.

sex
Sex: English word translated into the Spanish means: sex, sexual.

sex shop
Sex Shop: ( 41 sex shop; English word. It is a store for sexual games.

sexagésimo primero
The sixty first is the ordinal number that is number sixty-one in an orderly series of elements.

sexofobia
Fear of sexuality or sexual activities. 

sexoservidora web
A web girl is the woman who provides sexual services via the Internet. It is to use a web cam and microphone to display
his pictures in underwear, nude or doing some type of genital self-stimulation. Such images can be visualized in real
time by a user in any part of the world, in Exchange for a payment previously made through Internet, by interbank
transfer or through a global spin.

sexting
Sexting: ( English word ) It refers to the sending of messages with high sexual content. As text messages or Whatsapp
through mobile phone messages, or messages through the Internet, and can include audio, photos and videos.

sexting



Sexting: ( English word ) It refers to the sending of messages with high sexual content. As text messages or Whatsapp
through mobile phone messages, or messages through the Internet, and can include audio, photos and videos.

sexto sentido
It refers to a person's ability or ability to intuit and infer certain realities that for other people go unnoticed.

sextorsión
Le sextortion is a type of blackmail in which the extorsionador uses sexual images or videos and intimate photos of a
person for sexual favors from that person.

sébastien
1- Sébastien , is a masculine given name of French origin.  In Spanish it is equivalent to Sebastian.    2- Sébastien
Izambard, is a French singer-songwriter and record producer.  At the time he was part of the musical group Il Divo. 

sépalo
Sepal: m. small sheet, forming together with other same located beneath the petals, forming the calyx of the flower: 'The
sepals of roses and chrysanthemums are elongated and fold down when the flower ' opens.

séptimo arte
It is the name with which is also known the film.

séptimo día
Seventh day is the name of a TV program from the Colombian television, produced by Caracol TV and aired Sundays at
9:00 P.M.

shampoo
Shampoo: Word of English origin, adapted to the Spanish as " shampoo ". It is a product used in the care and health of
the hair.

shistar
shistar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "jokes" being its meaning:<br>Make some sound to start talking.

shock
Shock: English word which in Spanish translates: shock, shock, shock, shock.

shock anafiláctico
Anaphylactic shock is a severe allergic reaction to certain allergens, endangering life. The tissues of the body can
become inflamed. Anaphylactic shock is also characterized by a sudden drop in blood pressure.

shokc eléctrico
Electric Shokc and electric shock: been pathophysiologic produced by the passage of electric current through the human
body or of an animal. Synonym: electrocution.



shop
Shop, is an English word which in Spanish translates: shop.

shopping center
Shopping Center: English expression which in Spanish translates shopping centre.

short
Short: 1 - English word which in Spanish translates: short.    2. a short is a short pants that covers from waist to above
the knees.  When it is woman's "short" is called, and when it is man's trousers short or simply "mocho" is called.

shorts
Shorts: Short, English word Plural. A short is a shorts of women, which is usually set to highlight the female curves.

si dios era servido
" If God was served " it is a sentence or statement really has no sense, textual coherence, or grammatical consistency.
Given the textual content of the petition, I gather that the petitioner, Cesar Diaz, wanted to raise a question, in this case
should raise it as well: " is God a neighbor Server?  "  God must always be written with initial cap.

siameses
Siamese are those twins whose bodies form, develop and remain united after birth. 

sicnificado de despegar
The surfer was wrong, it is meant. Take off: vb. 1 Separate the track surface aircraft to start or lift flight. 2 Let a thing of
another to which was attached or glued.  3 Get rid of the affection feeling toward a person or thing: "Liliana is not taking
off her mom ".

siempre y cuando
It is a conditional subordinated phrase that expresses a condition that has met mandatory can be or is true what was
said in the main sentence. Example: " I'll give you permission provided you do tasks ".

siete bocas
It is called seven mouths at the intersection where seven streets converge.

siete palabras
In some religions as Christian, Catholic Christian and others, referred to as sermon of the seven words to the seven
sentences or statements that gave Jesús of Nazareth on the cross, after having suffered all sorts of humiliation and
harassment on the part of their captors. The first of these phrases is: " Father, forgive them for they know not what they
do ".

sietecueros
Santafé: m. boil that forms the heel of the foot. 2 Foot fingers.

sietemesino
Currency and sietemesina ( adj.  ) Applied to the creature who was born seven months after having been engendered.



significa carreta
Meaning of cart: vehicle of wood, usually of two wheels, which is drawn by donkeys, horses or mules.

significado correcto de risueño
Smiling, na: adj. Showing laughter, laughing easily. 2. Of look nice, or able to instill joy. For the definition of the
aforementioned Word, sent yesterday by a collaborator, a completely opposite meaning was assigned... blunder.

significado de amoríos
Love affairs: m.   (Plural ) Relationships that are considered superficial and fleeting.

significado de doping
Doping: English word meaning in Spanish: doping.

significado de forado
meaning of pierced is incorrectly written and it should be written as "aforado" being its meaning:<br>A volumetric or
aforada is a person who enjoys immunity.

signifido de cachama
Tambaqui: It is an omnivorous fish ( feeds on all sorts of organic substances, both vegetable and animal ). It can reach
up to a meter in adulthood.

signo de multiplicación
In mathematics, the multiplication sign is X and is read "by".  Example: 1X1=1 (one by one equal to one) . 

signo más
In mathematics, specifically in arithmetic, the plus sign ( ) is the sign with which the sum or addition is represented. 

signo menos
In mathematics, specifically in arithmetic, the minus sign ( - ) is the sign with which subtraction or subtraction is
represented. 

signo peso
The peso sign ( $ ) , is a monetary symbol used by some currencies of the world, including the Colombian peso and the
Mexican peso. 

sileno
Silenus: ( 41 Greek mythology;  Phrygian God, father of satyrs, educator and companion of Dionysus.

siliconas
Silicones: f. (Plural )  Plastic materials consisting of high polymers of large molecules of carbon and silicon, used as
lubricants, fats, varnishes and resins, to communicate to other bodies waterproof and insulating properties, also
increasing the range of temperature.



siliconas
Silicones: f. (Plural )  Plastic materials consisting of high polymers of large molecules of carbon and silicon, used as
lubricants, fats, varnishes and resins, to communicate to other bodies waterproof and insulating properties, also
increasing the range of temperature.

sillero
In Barranquilla, Colombia, the silleros and silleras are people who located and rented chairs for the audience in the
different events of the Carnival as " The costumed " " The battle of flowers " " 44 career show " " The great stop " etc.

silletería
Set of chairs arranged in a local, in an event center, in a public show or in any other place. 

silver
Silver.    1- Shortening of the proper name of Latin origin Sylvester.    2- Shortening of the proper name of Spanish origin
Silvestre.   3- Silver was a brand of radio recorders and radios, very popular in the decades 70s and 80s. 

silvina
Silvina: f. potassium chloride. Is colourless, white, or pink or bluish tint. It has great resemblance to common salt. It
peels easily into cubes. It is bitter taste. It abounds in potash deposits of Germany and Spain. It is used for the
preparation of potassic fertilizers.

sim card
SIM Card: SIM card it means in Spanish.

simultáneamente
At the same time: Advisor. Simultaneously, at the same time.

sin lesión
That has not suffered bruising. Uninjured, unharmed, unscathed, intact.

sin más allá y sin más acá
No reason, no cause apparent.   (Colloquial expression ). Example: "Without further and more here seized his motets
and went ".

sin misterios
No cabals, without superstition.

sin misterios ni cábalas
Apply to that situation or behaviour where not mediate superstitions, traditions or mysteries.

sin palabras
Without words: stay stunned, stunned, stunned.



sin reservas
40 Unreservedly;No Reservations ) : ( 2007 American movie ) genre comedy-drama. Directed by Scott Hicks. Starring:
Catherine Zeta-Jones, Aaron Eckhart, Abigail Breslin and Patricia Clarkson.

sin son ni ton
It is an adverbial expression that means: without reason, without foundation.

sin tilar
without tilar it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "flashing" being its meaning:<br>Flashing: vb.  Shine the
light of a luminous body, especially the light of a star with a slight tremor or oscillation. Synonyms: Flash, throb and
shake.

since then
It is an English expression that in Spanish is translated : since then.

sinceano
Sinceano and sinceana: person born in the municipality of Since, in the Department of Sucre in Colombia.

sincelejana
Woman born in the city of Sincelejo in the Department of Sucre, in Colombia.

sincelejano
Sincefar ( na ) .   Person born in the city of Sincelejo, in the department of Sucre in Colombia.

sincé
Sincé , is the name of a municipality located in the department of Sucre in Colombia.  It has a population of
approximately 36 . 000 inhabitants and their main economic attractions are livestock and agriculture.

singer
Singer: English word which in Spanish translates: singer, singer.

sinonimo de contraloria
synonym of Comptroller is incorrectly written and should be written as "synonym for Comptroller" being its
meaning:<br>They may be two ( 2 ): audit and Inspectorate.

sinonimo derubia
synonymous with derubia is incorrectly written and should be written as "synonymous with blonde" being its
meaning:<br>The synonym of blonde is cute. Says blonde or mona to the woman who has the hair of color similar to the
gold.

sinovial
Synovial: adj.  1. relative to the synovium. 2 Jesus said are membrane enclosed SAC that covers and protects the
surfaces of the bones joint. It contained inside the synovial fluid.



sinónimo de agua
Precious water.

sinónimo de fama
The synonym of Fame's reputation; and the definition of reputation is: positive opinion that many people have about a
person or thing by his good qualities.

sinónimos de computador
Computer, personal computer, PC, computer, processor, desktop computer, desktop, laptop. -In English: Computer.

sinónimos de filmadora
Video recorder, camcorder, video camera. In English: Video cam, video recorder, digital video recorder ( DVR ) personal
video recorder.

sinónimos de gustar
Attract, pleasing, seduce and delight. -Taste, taste, taste, taste.

sinónimos de ileso
Intact, undamaged, healthy, intact.

sinónimos de patrón
Employer, employer, employer, payer, Chief.

sinsabor
Sinsabor: m. regret, sorrow. Feeling of regret or annoyance that affects a person.

sinuosidad
Sinuosity: f. referred to it which it twists or rotates from one side to another: the sinuosity of the road forcing the driver of
the vehicle to drive slowly.  Antonym: righteousness.

sinvergüenzura
Sinverguenzura: ( f.   ) Nerve, effrontery, lack of shame.

sisas
In underworld jargon they use this parabra as a synonym for themselves.

sisbenizar
Sisbenizar : ( v .  ) Include a person, a family or a group of people in the SIS-N database.  In Colombia, SISN is the
Beneficiary Selection System for Social Programs.  

sismograma
Seismogram: ( s.m.  ) Graph in which are recorded the intensity, duration and frequency of seismic or telluric movement.



sismógrafo
It is an instrument that records the intensity, duration, and other characteristics of earth movements during an
earthquake. 

sistemáticamente
Systematically: ( Advisor.  ) In a systematic way; following a system, a rule or an order; in the same way.

siverianos
Siverianos: m.   (Plural ) Gnostic heretic of the 2nd century, had by Chief Severo, who took the name. They only
considered as divine inspiration the books of Moses and the prophets, between the old testament, and the Gospels
among the of the new.

sílfidos
Silfidos: m.   ( Pl.  ) Family of insects Coleoptera of elongated body, with his head sunk into the chest. The antennae end
in maza and the elytra presented by outside a projecting rim.

síndrome de bata blanca
White coat syndrome, also called white coat hypertension is a medical condition in which a patient suffers a transient
rise in blood pressure when entering the doctor's office, clinic or hospital to meet a medical consultation; The patient at
that moment becomes nervous, thinks that the doctor is going to diagnose him with some serious illness and suffers an
episode of anxiety, which causes the sudden rise in his blood pressure.  The name "white coat" originates from the fact
that in hospitals, doctors' offices and clinics, doctors and doctors wear, precisely, white coats. 

síndrome de down
Down syndrome: congenital disorder caused by total or partial triplication of the chromosome that causes mental and
growth retardation and produces certain physical and intellectual disabilities.

skin without freckles
English expression which in Spanish translates: skin without freckles.

sky
Sky: Word of English than in Spanish means heaven.

sky
Sky ( pronounce eskay ). It is the name of a company that offers services of satellite television and the Internet by
optical fiber, and operates in some countries of South America, North America and Central America.

slash
"Slash " It is the name given in English to the diagonal bar ( /  ) punctuation which nowadays is widely used, particularly
on the Internet.

slogan
Slogan: English word adapted to the Spanish as " 34 slogan; A slogan is a phrase advertising and expressive. Synonym:
motto.



smart t v
Expression English that in Spanish is translated: TV smart.

smartphone
Smartphone: Word of English which in Spanish means smart phone.

smile
Smile: English word which in Spanish translates: smile.

smile
Smile: English word which in Spanish translates: smile.

smoking
Smoking: Word of English origin adapted to the Spanish as a tuxedo. Male dress with flaps of silk, half ceremony.

soat
SOAT: Accident acronym of insurance required for transit. It is a compulsory insurance for all motor vehicles which
rolled into the national territory in Colombia, which ensures the comprehensive medical assistance to drivers,
passengers and pedestrians who are affected in traffic accidents.

sobandero
Sobandero (and sobandera ) Person who is dedicated to fixing dislocated bones by massages and sobos.

sobernar
Cristian, please clarify: a bribe or govern.

sobre nombres
Nicknames, aliases.

sobre salto
about jump it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "I startled" being its meaning:<br>A shock is a sudden
feeling of fright, anxiety, anguish, despair, produced by a noise or something unexpected and unforeseen.

sobrebarriga
It is known as overbelly to the piece of meat located between the rib and the skin of the beef.

sobredosis
Overdose : ( s .   F.  ) 1- Higher dose than necessary for a medicinal product or drug .   2- Excessive dose of a
hallucinogenic or psychoactive drug that usually causes intoxication and can lead to death.

sobreparto
Posterity: ( m.  ) Period of time lasting the full recovery of the female reproductive tract after childbirth. This period can
be between 40 and 45 days.



sobreponerse
Overcome: (v.  pron.  ) Overcome a problem, a difficulty or an adverse situation.

sochi
Sochi: City of Russia located in the krasnodar krai, close to the boundary with Abkhazia. It is located between the
snow-capped Caucasus Mountains and the Black Sea. Population: 400000 inhabitants approximately.

sociedad anónima
A public limited company ( S .  To.  ) is a commercial company in which the liability of the members is limited to the
capital they have contributed or invested. 

sociópata
Sociopath: ( m f.  ) A person who suffers from a psychiatric condition of nature, a severe anti-social and antisocial
personality that makes him shun the norms and principles that govern human behavior. It is a person who, while he
knows that he is doing a bad acts on impulse, even reaching the Commission of serious crimes.

socola
Socola : ( s .   F.  ) Socolar action .

socolita
Socolita : Diminutive of socola .  1- Socolar action.    2- Portion of land disassembled .

soda stereo
Soda Stereo ( or best Soda stereo ) It was an Argentine musical group that played primarily rock music. It was created
there by the Decade of the 80s.

sol de plata
The Nuevo Sol, colloquially called until a few years ago Sol de Plata, and today simply Sol, is the monetary unit of Peru. 
Its symbol is S/

solazar
Bask: vb. Relax and give pleasure to the body or spirit.

soledeño
Soledeno, na: person born in the municipality of Soledad, Department of Atlántico in Colombia.

solista musical
A soloist is a singer or musician who acts only, which does not form part of a band or musical ensemble.

solito
Solito: Diminutive of only.

solito



Solito: Diminutive of only.

solito
Solito: Diminutive of only.

solín
SOLIN was a child, friend inseparable from Kaliman in the soap opera that bore the same name of this last character.

sollarse
Sun : ( v .   Pron.  )  .    Figuratively, 1- Go crazy.    2- Getting angry, bursting into anger. 

solo de guitarras
In a musical piece, the guitar solo is the fragment in which only the guitars sound, without the accompaniment of voice
or any other instrument.

solo de piano
It only piano, in a piece of music is the part that only sounds piano without accompaniment of vocals or any other
instrument.

solo de trompetas
In music, the only trumpets is the part of a piece that only sound the trumpets, without accompaniment of vocals or any
other instrument.

soltar la lengua
Reveal a secret or confidence to several people.

soltar la lengua
Talk without stopping a person.

soltar la sopa
It is a colloquial expression used in Mexico, which means: tell the truth, confess to something a person.

soltar los perros
Release the dogs: in Colombia, courting, love a man to a woman. Try to seduce her with compliments and friendly:
"Juan Carlos is " releasing dogs " 34 Carolina;.

solterón
Bachelor and spinster: person who is not married and has no children, having already exceeded the age in which
normally is married people.

solucion general para cualquier mal
It is a panacea ( or also, panacea ).



solución general para cualquier mal
Holy remedy.

solución general para cualquier mal
It is a Panacea.

solventar, en términos económicos
In economic terms or economically speaking, solve is a verb that means: 1 - solve a difficulty, especially when it has to
do with the monetary issue.   2 pay off a debt.

somalia
The Federal Republic of Somalia, is a country in Africa, bordered to the west and northeast by Ethiopia and Djibouti and
to the south by Kenya.  It has an approximate population of 16 million inhabitants. 

somalí
Somali is the gentile of people born in Somalia, Africa. 

sombrerito
Hat.    1- Diminutive of hat.    2- In football, a "sombrerito" is a colorful and well-conceived play in which a player raises
the ball above an opponent and when it goes down he controls it again. 

sombrero voltiao
It is a typical hat of Savannas of Cordoba, Sucre and Bolivar, in Colombia. It is manufactured using traditional methods
in the municipality of Tuchín, in the Department of Córdoba, and is widely used at fairs and festivals throughout the
country, especially in the Barranquilla Carnival.

someramente
Briefly: ( Advisor.  ) On the surface, lightly, on top.

sondar
Probe: ( vb.  )  Examine or exploring areas inaccessible with a probe. Synonym: poll.

sonerito
A sonerito is a child who plays " 34 sauce; and they are.

sonero
Also given the designation of soneros to singers of the genre known as " 34 sauce;

sonero
Sonero: ( m.  ) Singer's son.

sonero mayor
It is the name that was known the singer's " 34 sauce; Puerto Rican Ismael Rivera.



sonidista
The Foley artist, also known as engineer of sound (sound engineer in English), is the person in charge arrange, prepare
and adjust the sound in a musical performance, a play or any other similar event.

sonrisita
Diminutive of smile.

sony
Sony : 1- It is a manufacturer of TVs, sound equipment, mini-components, digital cameras, camcorders, etc.   2- Sony
Music, is an American record company with a presence in many South American countries.    3- Sony Ovalle is a
Dominican musician, arranger and composer; he has been part of the musical groups of Wilfrido Vargas and Johnny
Ventura, among others.

soñadora
A dreamy woman is a woman who dreams, to imagine that they are true and workable things, generally good, pleasant
and enjoyable, which exist only in your imagination.

sopa cruzada
In Venezuela, cross soup is soup prepared with two types of meats as main ingredients.  Two examples of cross soup
are: 1 chicken and rib soup.   2 chicken soup and tail of res.  In Colombia it is known as mixed soup. 

sopa de letras
Wordsearch: pastime which consists of a cudricula, rectangle, or another geometric shape filled with letters. The
pastime consists of finding a certain number of words by enclosing the letters corresponding to each of these words.

sopa trifásica
It is soup prepared with three types of meats as main ingredients.  For example, hen, rib and tail of beef. 

sopa y seco
It constitutes a food present in the table of many families in America at lunchtime. The soup and dry consists of a plate
of soup, usually of rib or bone, with plantain and yuca, give another dish of white rice.

sophia
Sophia, is the name that has been given to a humanoid robot created by Cristhian Valle Alvarado, developed by the
company Hanson Robotics, based in Hong Kong. 

sorprender con las manos en la masa
Surprise someone in flagrante delicto ( Act ) that is, at the very moment that was doing something improper.

sospechoso de covid
A patient suspected of covid is a patient suspected of being infected with Covid-19, for presenting some signs and
symptoms characteristic of this disease. 

sospechoso de ébola



A suspected ebola patient is the patient which you suspect that you may be infected with this virus, by presenting some
signs and characteristic symptoms of the deadly disease.

sostén
Support: ( s.m.  ) Name that is also known the BRA.

spa
A spa is an establishment that offers services and relaxation treatments; Besides massages, therapies, skin hydration,
exercise to lose weight or to maintain an optimal state of fisico-atletico, etc.

spaghetti
Spaghetti: Term of Italian origin, adapted to the Spanish as " spaghetti " is a food paste made from flour and egg, made
in the form of thin strips, served with sauce, cheese, meat or chicken.

spam
Spam is an unsolicited e-mail or not desired, that is sent to a large number of recipients with commercial or advertising
purposes.

splash
It is an English word that in Spanish translates : splash, splash, spray, splash.

split
Split : 1- English word that in Spanish translates : division .    2- A banana split is an ice cream flavored with vanilla,
strawberry or rum with raisins, which is served accompanied by a banana. 

sport is sport
English expression resulting in Spanish sport is sport.

stadium
Stadium is an English word that translates in Spanish : stadium

stand
Stand: English word adapted to the Spanish as " stand ". In a fair industrial, literary, etc., or any other exposure, a stand
is a point of sale.

standard
Standard: Word of English origin adapted to the Spanish as standard. Definition: That is the most common or current or
that meets the common features of most. Example: Measurement standard.

star
Star, is an English word that translates in Spanish : star. 

statu quo



Status Quo: ( 41 Latin locution; Used to indicate the State of a thing at a given moment.

sticker
Sticker: Word of English origin which comes from the word " stick "   ( pasting ). It is a sticker or decal with any type of
information, advertising or image, which you can paste or adhere to any surface.

stoner
English word which in Spanish translates: Stoner.

stoner
Stoner: Is an adjective which colloquially means:, burriquete.

stop
Stop, is an English word that in Spanish translates : stop, stop. 

strapless
Strapless: English word adapted to the Spanish as " strapless " and which translates: strapless. A strapless is a bra
without straps or boots, typically used by women with low-cut blouses.

stretch
Stretch: English word which in Spanish translates: stretch, stretch, elasticity.

stretch
Stretch: English word which in Spanish translates: stretch, stretch, elasticity.

stretch
Stretch: English word which in Spanish translates: stretch, stretch, elasticity.

su majestad
His Majesty: title or treatment that it gives to Dios, to emperors and to them Kings.

su nombre generico
Generic 1.-name is the name that is known to some me drugs, which usually corresponds to the name of its main
component. For example: the main component of the Mejoral is ACETAMINOPHEN, means that this is its generic name;
then, when a person goes to a pharmacy you can say "Please sell me an acetaminophen " and the seller could dispatch
him to a Mejoral or another tablet which only says ACETAMINAFEN, which is the generic of the Mejoral.<br>Generic
2-name is the name that is known to some drugs, which usually corresponds to the name of its main component. For
example: the main component of the Mejoral is ACETAMINOPHEN, means that this is its generic name; then when a
person goes to a pharmacy you can say "Please sell me an ACETAMINOPHEN " and the seller may dispatch him a
Mejoral or another Tablet that only says ACETAMINOPHEN, which is the ganerico.

su señoría
Treatment that is given to people who compete for their dignity or office. This treatment is especially given to
magistrates, judges, etc.



suavemente
Gently ( adv .  ) Gently, subtly, delicately. 

sub júdice
Sub yudice is pronounced. It is a Latin phrase used in law; When a process is pending resolution by a judge or a court, it
is sub judice said.

subametralladora
A sub-machine gun is an automatic weapon much shorter and less heavy than a rifle; It is designed to fire a large
amount of cartridges in bursts, although it can also be triggered and shot by shot.

sube y baja
A climbing and low, also known as rocker, is a children's attraction that is formed by a bar which can be metal or wood
which is suspended on one axis and has seats on both ends so that each one of them a child feels and they hang one
by one and top down.

subienda
Fishing: f. abundance of fish in rivers and streams due to climatic factors.

submissive woman, selfless woman
English expression meaning in Spanish: submissive woman, selfless woman.

substancia y sustancia son sinónimos?
Yes.  In either of the two ways is good writing.

sucreño
Sucreño ( and Sucreña ) .   Person born in the department of Sucre in Colombia. 

sudanés
Sudanese (and Sudanese).    1- Person born in Sudan.   2- Belonging or related to this African country. 

sueldazo
A considerable amount of money that corresponds to a person's salary. 

suelto de madrina
Expression slang to indicate that a teenager is out of control at a given time, i.e. has no who watch it or rebuke: "Anita
moved to the street, as their parents are working, she is the bride released ".

sufijo mente
The "mind" suffix is the suffix that is added to some adverbs mode.  Examples: Happily, quickly, quickly, etc.

sufragantes
Voters: Plural of voters, who exercised their right to meet or vote in an election to choose a President or any corporation



legislative candidate.

sujetador
Bra: m. BRA, BRA, adjuster.

sujeto y predicado
In a sentence, the subject is the one who performs the action and the predicate is what is said of the subject.  Examples
: 1- In the prayer "Mary was late to work" , "Mary" is the subject, and "he was late to work" is the predicate.   2- In the
sentence "The car moves fast", "the car" is the subject, and "moves fast" is the predicate.

sulfurarse
Collar is: a person getting angry, irritated, rage, angry.

sumatoria
Sum: sum, count, counting.

sumerce
Sumercé: ( accented on the last syllable, ) It is a word that the inhabitants of the Department of Boyacá in Colombia, as
a sign of kindness or respect towards their partners or the people that try to use. This expression in Mexico could
amount to " my buddy ".

sumo pontífice
Sumo Pope is the Pope, the Bishop of Rome, who is the highest authority of the Catholic Church in the world.

sunna
Sunna: f. among Muslims, collection of customs, traditions and etico-juridicas standards, inspired by the way of life of
the Prophet and the Orthodox Caliphs.

sunnitas
Sunnis: m.   (Plural ) Orthodox Muslims who equate the Sunna with the Quran. They recognize only the Caliphs Abu
Beker, Omar and Otman as legitimate successors of Muhammad.

super alexis
It is the name with which is known a musician who was part of the Colombian group of sauce known as Guayachan
Orchestra.

super delgada
A woman who has a very slim figure. Anorexic.

supercoco
The supercoco is a small candy or candy. It is a nougat is produced primarily with coconut.

superdía



In a supermarket, supermarket or warehouse give the name of superday to that day in which customers are offered
many discounts and special promotions. 

supermamón
A supermamon is a male womanizer. In the song " return me to my girl " of the group men G, in an of its verses says: "
Supermamon, return me to my girl...  "

supermamón
A supermamon is a male womanizer. In the song " return me to my girl " of the group men G, in an of its verses says: "
Supermamon, return me to my girl...  "

supermercado
A supermarket, also called grocery or superstore, is a trade sale to the retail and the wholesale of a wide range of goods
and products which include food, clothing, hygiene items, perfumery, toiletries, household, appliances, furniture, etc.

superperro
A superdog is a family-sized hot dog, usually prepared with double sausage. 

superstición
Superstition : ( s .   F.  ) Belief in the supernatural that is not based on reason, logic or religion.

supertienda
A superstore is a big, huge store.

superyó
Superego: Superego. Very excessive, too excessive assessment of one's own.

supérstite
Surviving: ( adj.  ) In family law, survivor, survivor. Example: surviving spouse.

supinador
Supinador: adj.   ( Anat.  ) Applied to the two muscles, called short and long, causing Supination of the forearm.

suplicio
Torture: m. pain physical or moral an intense and prolonged. Synonyms: I martyrdom, torture. Antonyms: pleasure, joy.

supragingival
The supragingival scaling is a technique of oral cleaning is to remove and remove everything that is not compatible with
a healthy oral, such as plaque, dental calculus and Tartar of tooth surfaces.  This procedure can be performed by a
dentist, a surgeon dentist or a dental hygienist.

supraordinario
Supracomun, supracorriente. Refers to what is outside the natural or common. Extraordinary.



suprarrenal
Adrenal: adj.   (Anat.  )  Dicise of the endocrine gland located above the kidney. It has two parts: the internal or spinal
cord, it secretes adrenaline; and the outer or cortical, that it produces corticosteroids.

supuestamente
Supposedly: Advisor.  Apparently.  Says something believed that it is true, but it may not be: " Ramiro reportedly
canceled debt that I had with the Bank ".

suricato
Meerkat: Small mammalian Carnivore native to africa, grayish hair with dark stripes on the back, which feeds on insects
and reptiles; belonging to the family of mongooses.

susana
Susana: Female Jewish, famous for its beauty and chastity. She was accused of adultery by two old men.  Daniel
proved his innocence.

sustancia negra
Referred to as a black substance to an area of the brain containing nerve cells that produce a neurotransmitter called
dopamine.

sutanito
sutanito is incorrectly written, and should be written as "zutanito" as meaning:<br>Zutanito: Diminutive of zutano.

sutra
Sutra: f. designation of certain works of the writing of the Vedas, containing maximum religious and moral.

suyo
Yours, already: possessive pronoun and adjective indicating that a thing belongs to the third person singular or plural:
"They say that the dog is theirs, but I know that it belongs to another ". 2 indicates that a thing belongs to the second
person singular and plural pronouns you: " Hey, Lord, is yours this car ".

súlfidos
Sulphides: m. Plural. A group of minerals that form the class II of the classification of Groth. It includes Arsenides,
antimoniuros, sulfides and Sulfosalts. Almost all are opaque, metallic look, very dense and own colors. Usually they are
in reefs, have been formed due to magmatic emanations.

súper
Super: adj. Word of English. It is said that is very good or superior: "Don't miss this sci-fi movie, it is super ".  Synonym:
magnificent.

súper amigo
A super friend is a very dear friend, a great friend.

súper bacano



Super bacano expression is widely used in Colombia, refers to something that is very nice, very cool.

súper cliente
A super client is a responsible customer, which complies with all its obligations on time; a super client, for example, is
punctual payment of monthly fees from your bank credits, the Bills for public services, etc.

súper feliz
Very happy, super happy, super cheerful, very happy

súperi
Superi: (MIT.  )  Name that the Romans differed to the gods of the heights ( 41 Olimpo; of which dwelt in the underworld
( 41 inferi;.

swing
Swing: ( pronounce suin ) English word which in Spanish translates: rocking, rolling, move, swing.

switch
Switch: Is an English word that has been adapted to the Spanish as " switch " and which translates: switch. A switch or a
switch is an electrical device used to breaking the flow of an electric current. It can be used, for example, to turn on a
light bulb.

sylvester
Sylvester is a male name of American origin, which might have given rise to the male proper name of Spanish origin
Silvestre.

tabacalera
Tobacco: (adj.  F.   1-woman who cultivates or sells tobacco.    2-company that cultivates tobacco or produces products
from it and sells it.

tabaquito
In underworld slang, a smoking is a marijuana cigarette, which they also call bareto and baretica.

tablazo
A tablazo is a hit with a board.

tablet
Tablet: English word which in Spanish translates: tablet.

tableteo
Tableteo: m. noise produced by a machine gun to be fired in bursts.

tabor
Drum: m.   (MIL ). Unit of troop regular Spanish army in Morocco, when this country was a Spanish Protectorate.



tabor
Tabor: m.   (Mil. )  Unit of troop regular of the Spanish army in Morocco, when this country was a Spanish Protectorate.

tabú
Taboo: m. It is what cannot be done, mention or treat because of certain social rules, prejudices, etc.: for some people
to talk about sex is taboo, i.e., a forbidden subject.

tabú
Taboo: m. It is what cannot be done, mention or treat because of certain social rules, prejudices, etc.: for some people
to talk about sex is taboo, i.e. a subject prohido.

tacaná
Tacana: Volcano in Guatemala, in the Department of San Marcos, next to the Mexican border. ALT., 4.064 m.

tachireño
Tachireno and Tachirena: person born in Tachira State, in Venezuela. Synonym: Tachirense.

tachuela
A tack is a short, large-headed nail. 

taconazo
Hit with a heel.

tacones
Shoes or heel slippers, also known simply as " 34 high heels; they are a type of footwear that is characterized by raising
the heel on the height of the female toes, what does that woman look somewhat higher than it actually is.

tacuarembó
Tacuarembó: Department bordering Brazil, Northern Uruguay. Capital: Tacuarembo. Principal economic activities:
agriculture and livestock.

taekwondista
Taekwondista: Person that you practice taekwondo

taiwanés
Taiwanese : ( and Taiwanese ) 1- Person born in Taiwan .    2- From Taiwan or related to this country of Asia.

tajada
Chop: f. slice, especially green or ripe banana.

tajada de amarillo
It is a chop or slice of banana yellow or mature, which is fried and served as a sideman for some dishes.



tajada de maduro
The slice of ripe, also called slice of yellow, is a slice of ripe or yellow banana, which is fried in oil.

tajadita
Tajadita, is the diminutive of cut. 

tajado
It is said of something that has been cut vertically or horizontally, for example a portion of cooked meat or a piece of
bread.

tajantemente
Emphatically: ( Advisor.  ) Of way bluntly, strictly.

tal cual
As is: In the same way, as: " leave such office which found ".

tal para cual
Provided that: an expression that denotes equality or similarity between two people. Usually used in a derogatory sense.

talasografía
Talasografia: f. designation given to physical oceanography and the Chemical Oceanography, considering both as
independent of a same science parties.

talde
Talde, is the way of pronouncing the word afternoon, typical of the inhabitants of some regions of Venezuela, situation
that occurs by the fact of changing the letter ere (r) by the ele (l) 

talega
Talega: f. bag wide, narrow and long or short, fabric, canvas or other material, used for storing or transporting things.

talego
A bag is a bag or sack wide, narrow and long or short, fabric or any other resistant material, serving for storing or
transporting anything.

tallarines
Noodles are a type of noodles (pasta) of elongated shape and small width, which integrates all of the dry pasta of Italian
origin.

talon de aquiles
The heel of Achilles: This expression is used to refer to the vulnerable or weak from something or someone point: "The
defensive zone is the Achilles heel of the team River Plate ".

tamal



Tamale: m. food resembling a cake, but smaller than this one, which is prepared with rice or flour dough, stuffed with
beef, chicken or pork and other ingredients wrapped in bijao leaves or banana cooked steamed. Synonym: pastry.

tamalameque
Tamalameque is the name of a municipality in Colombia, located in the Department of Cesar.  It has an approximate
population of 15. 000 inhabitants.  Main economic activities: fishing, agriculture, livestock.

tamalamequense
Tamalamequense: A person born in the municipality of Tamalameque, Cesar in Colombia.

tamalamequense
Tamalamequense: A person born in the municipality of Tamalameque, Cesar in Colombia.

tambo
Tambo: ( m.  ) In Argentina, livestock establishment milk cows and sell their milk.

tamborero
Drummer and tamborera: person who touches the drum.

tambó
It's also the somewhat apocopded form of the word drum.

tampa
Tampa is a city in the U.S. state of Florida, located on the west coast of the U.S. state of Florida.  It has an approximate
population of 380. 000 inhabitants .  It has been considered a sister city of the city of Barranquilla in Colombia. 

tampa
Tampa is a city in the U.S. state of Florida, located on the west coast of the U.S. state of Florida.  It has an approximate
population of 380. 000 inhabitants .  It has been considered a sister city of the city of Barranquilla in Colombia. 

tampico
Tampico, is a drink refreshing with a flavor citric retrieved from the mix of Orange, Tangerine, lemon and grapefruit.

tanga
A thong is a tiny garment inside female type panty, that only covers the vulva leaving to the discovered both buttocks.

tanga brasilera
It is a tiny inner garment female type panty, which only reaches to cover the vulva exposing both buttocks.

tanga es palabra española?
The word "thong" comes from the Portuguese language, and translated into the Spanish means "loincloth".  It is for this
reason that in the Spanish language has been taken the word to designate to the sensual and tiny garment inside
female, which only covers the vulva and exposes both buttocks.



tangaloneta
In the colloquial language, a tangaloneta, also known as tanga " kills passion " or thong " four-door " is a huge thong,
which is more like a short.

tanganazo
Tanganazo: ( 41 masculine noun; Once as somehow, with hands, fists, with knee, elbow, head, feet, or with any blunt
object or not.

tanguita
Thong: Diminutive of thong.   A thong is a tiny inner feminine panty type, which only covers the vulva exposing both
buttocks.

tanqueada
He is called tanqueada to the action of filling with fuel tank of a vehicle.

tanquear
Tanquear: In Colombia ( colloquial ). Fill vehicles with fuel tank ( gasoline, diesel, gas, etc.  ).

tanqueta
Tanqueta: f. vehicle shielded, smaller than the tank, equipped to develop greater speed and better mobility.

tantito
Little bit: In Mexico, 1 - bit, a little bit more: "Love me another close " 2 is used as a synonym for moment: wait for me
close ".

tao
Tao: Among the Chinese, is the Supreme principle, the reason inaccessible to the understanding, that governs the
natural course of things.

tapaboca
Tapaboca: m. It is a type of mask used by Physicians-Surgeons, anesthesiologists and nurses during surgery. It also
tends to be used by people in public spaces in outbreaks or epidemics of communicable diseases by developing
respiratororias or when there is the presumption that the air in a certain place is contaminated.  Synonyms for tapaboca:
mask, mask, mask.

tapaboca
Tapaboca: m.  It is a type of mask used by Tijuana, anesthesiologists and nurses during surgery. Also tends to be used
by some people in public spaces, to outbreaks or epidemics of communicable diseases by airway or when there is
suspicion that the air in a certain place is contaminated. Synonyms: Mask, mask, mask.

tapapezones
The tapapezones are tiny accessories adhesive fabric or other material that some women cover their breasts in special
situations. This little accessory, as its name implies, only reaches to cover the nipple of the woman.



taparrabos
Loincloth (masculine noun) Piece of cloth, leather or any other material with which the genitals of members of some
indigenous tribes are covered. 

taponazo
Popping noise: m. 1 - beat given with a stopper. 2 plug blow out forcefully from a drink bottle and crashing against
something. 3 noise strong and dry that produces this coup.

taquillazo
1.-Blockbuster: m. form of theft in which several criminals entering a Bank, and while some bully with firearms to those
present, others jump into the lockers or boxes, from where they steal all the money. It is characterized by being a very
fast action.<br>2.-Blockbuster: m. form of theft in which several criminals entering a Bank, and while some bully with
firearms to those present, others jump into the lockers or boxes, where they steal all the money. It is characterized by
being a very fast action.

taquito
In football, the goal of taquito is a goal of anthology.  It is achieved through an offensive play in which the ball is passed
by any player, with direction to the area of "danger" of the opposing team, also called large area.  In this area, the player
receives, which is usually a striker, just touching the ball with the back of the shoe, and.  .  .  inside.

tardecita
1- Afternoon diminutive.   2- Time ranging from the evening fall to a little before dark (between 5 and 6 p.m.
approximately).

tardecito
Tardecito: Diminutive of afternoon.

tardísimo
Late: ( Advisor.   ) Very late.

tarjeta amarilla
In football, it is the card that the referee shows to a player as a sign of warning, and precisely this card is garish yellow
or chick yellow. 

tarjeta débito
It is a plastic bank card provided with a chip that stores information about the access data, the name and account
number of the holder, and a secret key with which the cardholder can perform some financial operations such as
withdrawals in bank offices and ATMs, purchases in commercial establishments, etc. 

tarjeta regalo
It is a card identified with code or number, which has been charged with a certain amount of money by the person who
makes the gift, with the aim that the recipient can spend a commercial establishment. 

tarjeta roja
In football, the red card is the small card shown by the referee as a sign of expulsion to a player who has committed a



serious foul or who has incurred in an unsportsmanlike move. 

tarjeta verde
Green Card ( green card in English ) It is an identity document for permanent residents in the United States of North
America who do not have the nationality of that country.

tarjetahabiente
Cardholder: Possessor or holder of a card credit or debit.

tarjetahabiente
Cardholder: Person possessor or holder of a credit or debit card.

tarjetazo
Tarjetazo: ( m.   ) Once as a card.

tarjetear
Tarjetear: vb. Show red or yellow card referee to a player in a football match.

tarro
In colloquial language the name jar is given to the human head. 

tarzan
Tarzan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tarzan" being its meaning:<br>Fictional character from the novel
that bears the same name. Tarzan was mentioned cartoon hero, his permanent partner Jane and also was
accompanied by a small primate called "Chita " it was his pet.

tas
TAS!: onomatopoeia that mimics the sound of a blow.

tata en américa
In some regions of South-America is told " tata " to the Pope. For example, in the song " download hot " the sing-author
Ruben Blades says: "For better or for worse to my I gave birth to my mother in the field come buddy my tata was a
farmer...  "

tatarabuelo
Great-grandfather and the great-great grandmother are the father and mother of the great-grandfather.

tataranieta
The tararanieta is the daughter of the great-grandson or great-granddaughter.

tataranieto
Grandson: Son of the great-grandson and the great-grandson.



tatequieto
A " tatequieto " It is a blow that is given to someone so you reassure, stop bothering and stay still.

tati
Tati, is the affectionate call or refer to Tatiana.

tavo
Tavo, is the affectionate call or refer to Gustavo, male proper name.

taxi
Taxi ( male noun) .    Utility car for the transport of people, usually equipped with a meter indicating the value to be
charged for each trip or race.  As a curious fact, in several languages the writing for this word is "taxi".

taxi dermista
taxi dermista is incorrectly written and it should be written as "taxidermist" being its meaning:<br>A person who is ex
officio to dissect dead animals.

taxista en ingles
The term " 34 taxi driver; can be translated in English as " taxi driver 34, " cab driver " or " 34 cabbie;.

taxímetro
The taximeter is an electronic device that taxis and other rental vehicles are provided, which marks the distance traveled
and the value to be charged. 

tácito
Tacit, ta: ( adj.  ) 1. quiet, silent, gone. 2 - which is not heard, not expressed or does not say, but it is supposed to or is
implied.

tea
T .  And.  To.  , stands for Annual Effective Rate, which is the cost that a user pays each year to his bank for the money
he borrowed. 

teacher
Teacher: ( " pronounced ticher "  )  English word which translates to teacher in Spanish.

team
Team: English word which in Spanish translates: equipment, group.

tecla enter
In computing and computer science in general, enter the key enter, also known as the Enter key or key is one of the
most important keyboard keys, it is the key used to run a process or procedure ( usually find, access, send, get, etc.  ).
The pad has printed the text " Enter " that is an English word which in Spanish translates to enter, enter.



tecladista
A keyboardist is a musician who performs keyboard instruments.

tecnologa
technology is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 technology; with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>A
technologist is a specialized and qualified to play in the field of technology, or a specific technology. For example:
medical technology, information technology, electronic technology, technology in graphic design, technology in design of
fashion, etc.

tecnologa
technology is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 technology; with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>A
technologist is a female specialized and trained to play is in the field of it technology, or in a technology specific. For
example: medical technology, information technology, electronic technology, technology in graphic design, technology in
design of fashion, etc.

tecnóloga
A technologist is a woman specialist and qualified to play in the field of technology or in a specific technology.

tejeda
Tejeda is a surname of Spanish origin. 

tejemaneje
Hanky Panky: m.  Motion or series of constant movements with which a person carries out an activity or manages and
manipulates a device, machine, etc.

telacafé
Telecafé, is the name of a Colombian open television channel, which covers the departments of Caldas, Quindío and
Risaralda, and which is on air 24 hours a day. 

tele
Tele: Apocope of television. Synonym: TV.

teleaudiencia
A set of people who see a television program.

teleconsulta
A teleconsultation is a medical consultation by telephone or through some electronic means.

telefax
Fax: ( m.  ) Copy service remote that uses copiers and telephone network circuits.

telefilme
Movie / Telefilm: (m.  ) Film made especially for television.



telefonazo
Telefonazo: m. phone call. It may be a call for urgent and brief.

telefonear
Phone: vb. Call someone on the phone, especially when it's fixed telephone.

telefuturo
Telefuturo is a television channel operating in the Republic of Paraguay. 

telemando
Remote control, also known as remote control device, is a device used to remotely control a device such as a TV, a
DVD player, VCR, etc.

telenoticiero
Telenoticiero (or better Telenoticiario), is a television program in which news is broadcast. 

telenque
Telenque ( adj.  ) In Chile, weak and pale, I sick.

teletipo
It is a telegraphic device equipped with a keyboard, which allows the transmission and reception of messages written in
alphabetic characters.  With the evolution of technology and the emergence of the Internet, this device has been
practically deprecated. 

television
Television (without tilde , and is pronounced television ) : English word that in Spanish translates : television (with tilde ).

televisora
Television: (f.  ) Company Television, Television Company, Television producer.

televistazo
Televistazo , is the name of a news broadcaster.  It is presented through Ecuador's Ecuavisa channel. 

teléfono android
Android is an operating system based on linux, basically designed for mobile devices with touch screen as Smartphones
or tablets. As a result, a phone " 34 android; It is that smartphone that operates under this operating system.

teléfono privado
A private phone, also known as an unknown phone or unknown number is a phone number on a landline or cell phone
that has a restriction that prevents it from being identified or recognized by caller IDs. 

teléfono público
A pay phone is a phone that works by introducing one or more coins through a slot arranged for that purpose.  With the



implementation of mobile telephony, the public telephone has been practically disused. 

teléfono público
A pay phone is a phone that works by introducing one or more coins through a slot arranged for that purpose.  With the
implementation of mobile telephony, the public telephone has been practically disused. 

telmex
Telmex, is a multinational telecommunications company, headquartered in Mexico City, Mexico. 


